You might not yet have heard the name Pozas, but Mexico-born and internationally acclaimed architect Bernardo Pozas, along with his namesake firm Pozas Arquitectos, is creating a huge splash with his residential designs in Central Texas, including in West Austin.

South of the border, Pozas has been winning awards and accolades for more than a decade for his visionary approach to creating buildings and homes that seamlessly integrate with their surrounding environments and embody the concept of “harmony of space.”

“The humanity of living space,” Bernardo Pozas commented when he recently came to Austin, “is that in the architecture we produce, there are always a balance, a contrast through color, material selection and proportion that defines the space around and for the inhabitant.”

For Pozas, designing modern homes in Central Texas is a natural extension of the cultural exchange between the U.S. and Mexico that has been evolving for centuries. “There’s an undeniable truth about the intertwining of our cultures, especially in the Southwest,” Pozas commented. “The topography and ecosystems are very similar to Mexico, so I think the way we approach our architecture should also be similar.” In his native Mexico, an artist and hand-made aesthetic is deeply valued as a necessary ingredient in a home. And it’s that sense of individuality and artistic freedom that Pozas found, and delighted in, when he first visited Austin. With its “Keep Austin Weird” mentality and the encouragement—almost directive—to be unique and let the imagination go wild, Austin beckoned.

A tour of one of Pozas’ residential design in Central Texas will quickly introduce you to his bright, sophisticated, contemporary residential spaces. Internationally-acclaimed architectural designer Pozas Up Close

Bernardo Pozas is originally from Monterrey, Mexico, where he lives with his wife, their two children, and their dog. After studying at Monterrey Tech, he founded his interior design and architecture firm in 2000 and now employs 96 architects.

An outdoor enthusiast, he joined family in 2014 on the 160-mile Camino de Santiago hike in Galicia, Spain, walking the popular medieval pilgrimage route and swearing to never try it again. But with it has become an annual spiritual retreat, and every year Bernard does spend a week to hike up to 400 miles across Europe and rediscover, in his words, that “pain is unavoidable, suffering is optional.”

See more of Bernardo Pozas’ international work at www.pozas.mx. See more on Contempo Unique Homes at www.contempoaustin.com.

You can get up close to a Pozas design when the Redbud home is open for tours this month. Wilton & Goldrich Realtors welcomes visitors to 19 Redbud on Sunday, November 11, from 12pm to 3pm. For more information, visit www.19redbud.com.
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